
Is Wasting Time a Sin?
Topics You Always Wanted a Sermon On - Part 1

Luke 19:12-27

The full question submitted: Is wasting time a sin? How much entertainment time is okay? What should we
be doing with our 'blown time'?

PROPOSITION: Time is a gift of God which we can choose to use in productive ways for Jesus now and that
will have amazingly positive results for eternity! Major waste of time is devastating now and in the future!

I. We are each responsible for how we use our time

A. Time is a gift from God Luke 19:13

B. We want to bring value from our use of time Luke 19:13

C. What we do with our time now invests in our future Luke 19:15-19

D. Totally wasting time is a lifetime & etemal disaster Luke 19:20

II. How do we use time wisely?

A. Constant activity is not a wise use of time

B. Rests, breaks, and times of relaxation can be a wise use of time (Sabbath rest principle)

C. Balance work, family, church, personal time with God, community time

D. Lfse leisure as a reward for hard work rather than a goal or right

E. Schedule in important time usages and put limits on time wasters

III. Proverbs on those who waste time (the sluggard)
A. Proverbs 6:6-11 - Time-wasters have trouble "getting going" and soon don't have what they need
B. Proverbs 10:26 - Time-wasters frustrate those who entrust a task to them or depend on them
C. Proverbs 13:4 - Time-wasters have lots of ambitious plans but get little done.
D. Proverbs 15:19- Time-wasters are constantly facing painful problems of their own doing.
E. Proverbs 19:24 - Time-wasters find that whatever little self-control and carry through they had

disappears with time. They stop accomplishing even things they enjoy!
F. Proverbs 20:4 - Time-wasters constantly miss important deadlines, then find they don't have

necessary things when they need them.
G. Proverbs 22:13 - Time-wasters regularly exaggerate. They let "false worries" stop them. In other

words, they regularly deceive themselves and have very faulty excuses.
H. Proverbs 24:30-34 - You can see evidence of time-wasters by what isn't done around. Their house,

office, or hobby room is full of undone projects which are needed but not done.
I. Proverbs 26:13-16 has 4 separate Proverbs on the time-wasters put together. Two of them (v 13,17)

are identical to Proverbs above. Two are new: v 14 says that most effort a time-waster
makes it to turn side to side in bed while v 16 reminds us time wasters are filled with

sinful pride thinking they are wiser those who are clearly more successful.
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